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Abstract: This Trends article discusses whether personality assessments of politicians can be practically relevant for members of the body politic.

In a time of war and war-related propaganda, the personalities of politicians are hot topics in public discourse. Whether idealized, demonized, or discounted, politicians are more often attributed significance than insignificance in affairs of state by the general public.

So what can be said about the personality of politicians based on political psychological research? As but one example—an example that reflects a very common methodological approach—Caprara et al. (2003) have published an analysis of personality assessments of Italian politicians as contrasted with a normative sample from the Italian population. Statistically significant results support the hypotheses that politicians score higher on three of the five personality constructs that make up a comprehensive theory of human personality; that politicians from rival coalitions differ on several personality dimensions; that center-right politicians are higher than center-left in two constructs; that center-left politicians are higher in one construct than center-left voters; and that center-right politicians are higher than voters in two constructs.

With Caprara et al.’s data, one might make inferences about the nature of politicians, their congruence and incongruence with the voting and non-voting publics, and so on. Very soon, however, one would be confronted with some basic questions about methodology and interpretation. How meaningful are the personality constructs in question to the political matters actually touching the body politic? Can such constructs have meaning out of specific socio-historical contexts? Can such constructs be behind political behavior without identifying the personal meanings of various political challenges for the politician in question? And given the explanatory variance for behavior that traditionally is attributed to personality constructs even optimally crafted through personality inventories, why should such research matter?

Will even a war environment be salient enough to induce the motivation for resolving psychology’s meaning problem?